2019 PMWJ Editor’s Choice Awards – Reports

Editor’s Choice Awards announced for reports published in the PM World Journal during 2019

15 February 2020 – Dallas, London, Sydney – PM World has announced the winners of Editor’s Choice Awards for reports published in the PM World Journal (PMWJ) during 2019. 52 regional reports were published in the PMWJ in 2019, authored by PMWJ correspondents in a dozen countries. Seven correspondents in seven different countries were selected for special recognition for their great reports last year.

Editor’s Choice Awards are selected each year by the Managing Editor of the PMWJ based on originality, potential impact on the practice and profession of program/project management, and quality. The Reports category was introduced last year, due to the number of reports published in the PMWJ and to recognize the great work international correspondents have been producing. To learn more about PMWJ Author Awards, visit https://pmworldjournal.com/awards.

Winners of the 2019 PMWJ Editor’s Choice Awards in the Reports category were the following, with title, author's name, location and date published in the PMWJ shown (click on title to read a paper):

1. IRNOP XIV conference in Melbourne, Australia (Report from Melbourne) By Dr. Jouko Vaskimo (Finland) – January 2019

2. Activities of PMI Chapters in Argentina (Project Management Update from Buenos Aires – English & Spanish) By Cecilia Boggi, PMP (Argentina) – April 2019

3. Big Ben, Autonomous Ships, the UK Space Race, Lessons Learned (really), BREXIT, Cricket, a Stiff Upper Lip and more (UK Project Management Roundup) By Miles Shepherd (United Kingdom) – April 2019

4. AFTER DYNAMICS 2019: Conference summary, Interview with Zeynep Selen and Turkish Antarctic Expedition (Conference Report from Turkey) By İpek Sahra Özgüler (Turkey) – May 2019

6. **Project Management skills capacity building programme; Project Management Zimbabwe marks 10 years (Project Management Update from Harare)**
   By Peter Banda (Zimbabwe) – November 2019

7. **PM Expo® 2019 and PM Maturity Model ISIPM-Prado® (Italy Project Management Roundup – English and Italiano)** By Massimo Pirozzi (Italy) – December 2019

According to PMWJ Managing Editor David Pells, “Each month we publish reports by international correspondents in various countries. The reports cover local project management organizations and events, important local and national programs and projects, and local developments affecting local PM. The reports selected for 2019 awards were all outstanding, full of news, information and great photos. We are grateful for the contributions of these dedicated correspondents.”

“If you are an experienced project management professional and might like to become a PMWJ correspondent, please contact me,” Pells adds. “Former leaders of local project management organizations in particular have the knowledge and experience to report on important PM developments and trends. Stay engaged, share your knowledge, join the team and report the PM news from your city or country”

For more, visit the correspondents page under teams on the PMWJ home page. If interested, contact editor@pmworldjournal.com.

Registered with the US Library of Congress (ISSN 2330-4480) and indexed by EBSCO, the **PM World Journal (PMWJ)** is a web-based monthly publication featuring dozens of articles, papers and other works about projects and project management around the world. The PMWJ is produced and maintained by PM World which also operates the **PM World Library (PMWL)**, a global resource for continuous learning in programme and project management. To see the latest edition, go to [www.pmworldjournal.com](http://www.pmworldjournal.com). To learn more, visit [www.pmworldlibrary.net](http://www.pmworldlibrary.net).